Mini Rows Garden 2
by Nathan Curtis
Each Row of this garden contains two
answers reading across, except for
Rows A and J, which each have one
answer reading across the nine
protruding squares; it is up to you to
determine where the dividing line is
between two answers in the same Row.
The answers to the Bloom clues are to
be placed in the appropriately-shaded
hexagons, starting in any space and
reading either clockwise or
counterclockwise. The Bloom clues
have been alphabetized, so use the Row
answers to determine where to plant
each Bloom.
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Returned to an earlier state
Like vampires and zombies
Figure out
1938 play which lent its name to a
form of psychological abuse (2 wds.)
As good as possible
Takes heed of
Portrait also known as La Gioconda (2
wds.)
Military sharpshooter, often
Alternative to Texas hold 'em (2 wds.)
Quadrilateral whose name means
"table-like"
Title for Emma Bovary
Short and to the point
Purification process
Grammatical sticklers, perhaps
Defeats soundly
Lacking consideration
Bro
Complete grammatical utterances

Light Blooms
Actress Richards
Conflict
Country divided into 16
voivodeships
Epicurious offering
Fully clad
Paid a gratuity
"Reading," in Reading Is
Fundamental
Took a breather

Dark Blooms
Belle's suitor, in Beauty and the
Beast
Emmy-winning drama set in the
'60s (2 wds.)
Forthright
Italian cold cut
Light breeze
Like a proverbial baby's backside
Plant that hikers might avoid
Tempt

Medium Blooms
Abbey Road has a famous one
All for ____
Allow
Biblical locale mentioned in Poe's
"The Raven"
Measures the depth of
Remove solids from, as stock
The upcoming Ghostbusters movie,
for one
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